EU PILOT 7150/14/SNCO
Request for follow-up
Alleged breaches of Union legislation in relation to the collection and disposal
of animal by-products originating from aquaculture establishments in Scotland
Update on progress
The Animal By-Products (Enforcement) (Scotland) Regulations 2013 (ABPR) are
now amended by the Animal By-Products (Miscellaneous Amendments) (Scotland)
Regulations 20151 and the instrument came into force on 1 January 2016. There
are two key principles to this instrument:



It sets out that the remote areas derogation applies to terrestrial livestock
animals only to ensure full compliance with European legislation; and
It also changes how fish mortalities and other aquaculture animal by-product
(ABP) waste (from the family Salmonidae) can be disposed of in the areas
categorised as remote. It is in this legislative context that fish farms located
in remote areas are no longer able to send their waste to a landfill site,
or the other means of disposal as set out in Article 19(1)(b) of the EU
Control Regulation.

Report on Finfish Mortalities in Scotland
The Scottish Government funded a project in 2015 looking at Scottish fish farm waste
and identifying current waste disposal routes, suitable alternative ABP compliant
disposal routes and the existing waste capacity in Scotland. Using the data gathered
from engagement across the haulage and waste treatment industries the project
identified that where companies are landfilling fish farm waste, they are able to secure
ABP compliant and sustainable disposal routes at a lower cost than what they
previously paid for landfilling their waste. The report:






Provides evidence for suitable alternative ABP compliant disposal routes for
Scottish finfish farming waste e.g. incineration, anaerobic digestion, in vessel
composting, rendering and the potential of a recently authorised heat
treatment and ensilage process from Norway.
Reviews the capacity already existing in Scotland to receive and utilise this
material and the logistics involved for the individual solutions identified. This
helps to ascertain if there is the capacity to make the best use of the finfish
farm waste produced in Scotland. Recommendations are made on the best
options available.
Identifies other options considered to gain a higher value from this waste.

The Finfish Mortalities in Scotland project report is expected to be published early
February and a copy can be forwarded on separately if this would be helpful.
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http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ssi/2015/393/contents/made
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Contingency planning for large scale mortality disposal
The Working Group on Fish Waste Disposal was originally established to look at
contingency planning for large scale mortality disposal. The group members signed
up to a remit that would draw up operational contingency plans setting out measures
to be implemented without delay for the disposal of fish mortalities after a large scale
‘event mortality’. These contingency plants shall specify:




The administrative authorities to be engaged;
Their powers and responsibilities; and
Channels and procedures for sharing information between the relevant
parties.

The Working Group has met six times since it was established at the start of 2015
and will continue to focus on contingency planning for large scale mortality disposal.
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Whiteshore Cockles Ltd, Bayhead, North Uist
This Western Isles company is seeking a similar 6 month derogation to the landfill
ban with the aim of implementing a drying system for the processing of category 2
fish waste and mortalities. They are embarking on an environmentally sustainable
alternative to landfill and ensiling of highly putrescible fish wastes and their system
has been designed to eliminate any potential risk to human and animal health from
the handling, processing and subsequent use of the fish oil and meal. The method
of disposal will produce by-products of fertiliser and fish oil (for use locally on croft
land, and for processing into biofuel to operate the drying machinery respectively).
This solution will reduce the energy required to process and transport this waste
stream and eliminate the need for it to be sent to landfill. The Scottish Government
is satisfied that this process meets the conditions prescribed by Point C
(Processing method 3), Chapter III, Annex IV of Commission Regulation (EU)
No. 142/2011 and is split into two operations as follows:
(a) Processing of the category 2 fish wastes in a single batch system that will
reduce the particle size of the waste to >30mm and then sterilise this waste at
temperatures prescribed by the regulation. The process will then continue heating
the waste to dehydrate the solid and liquid waste to less than 5% moisture
content;
(b) The dehydrated and sterilised waste will then be separated into two fractions
– oil and meal by the use of a mechanical separation system.
Are you content with this proposal?
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EUROPEAN COMMISSION
HEALTH AND FOOD SAFETY DIRECTORATE-GENERAL
Resource management and better regulation
Legal affairs

Brussels, 14 March 2016

Letter to the UK Authorities

The Commission services would like to thank the authorities of the United Kingdom for
their reply transmitted via the EU Pilot on 27 January 2016 ("the reply").
The Commission services welcome the amendment of the Animal By-Products
(Enforcement) (Scotland) Regulations 2013 by the Animal By-Products (Miscellaneous
Amendments) (Scotland) Regulations 2015 (S.S.I. 2015 No. 393), which came into force
on 1 January 2016, so as to ensure compliance with the EU animal by-products (ABP)
legislation in the context of the disposal of ABP originating from aquaculture in
Scotland. The Commission services also appreciate the identification of alternative
compliant disposal routes and existing disposal capacity through the Report on Finfish
Mortalities in Scotland and the ongoing process of drawing up contingency plans for
large scale mortality disposal through the Working Group on Fish Waste Disposal as
explained in the reply which the Commission services expect to result in concrete
improvements in this area. The Commission services are pleased to note that the
authorities of the United Kingdom have thus taken measures in accordance with the
action plan they transmitted via the EU Pilot on 10 April 2015.
The above mentioned measures taken by the authorities of the United Kingdom appear to
cover the main issues raised in the complaint on the basis of which the EU Pilot exchange
was launched in November 2014. Therefore, an assessment of the two individual
scenarios planned in Shetland Island and Western Isles as explained in the reply does not
seem necessary in the context of this EU Pilot exchange.

Commission européenne/Europese Commissie, 1049 Bruxelles/Brussel, BELGIQUE/BELGIË - Tel. +32 229 91111

WHITESHORE COCKLES

09/11/2015
Mr K MacLeod
Animal Health Officer
Comhairle nan Eilean Siar
Stornoway
Isle of Lewis
Dear Mr MacLeod,
Reference : Fish Waste Drier Project , North Uist.
Further to our meeting last week this letter is to give you an update on the Fish Waste Drier
Project and our expected timescales.
All the necessary planning consents are now in place and building works could begin as soon
as a warrant has been issued.
have been in discussions with AHVLA and the
drying process has now been accepted as a method of treating the fish mortalities. However,
until the unit is fully operational and samples have been taken of the by products the official
approval cannot be issued.
It was our intention to apply to the EMFF for grant assistance with this project and our initial
discussions with the Scottish Government all proved positive as the project “ticks every box’
on any environmental or economic scale. However we have now been waiting for the scheme
to open for seven months and three deadlines have passed without any definite date being
announced. With the ban on using the current burial method coming into effect on the 1st
January 2016 we can no longer afford to wait for the EMFF scheme for funding.
Western Isles Enterprise have realised the importance of this project to the local economy
and the timescales involved and have now submitted an application to their head office in
Inverness requesting approval of a substantial grant towards the capital costs of the project. A
decision is expected in late December and as the remaining funding requirements have been
approved by the Bank of Scotland we fully expect to get the equipment ordered before the
end of this year.
We hope to begin the infrastructure works in March and have the drier unit on site and
operational by mid June as there is a four month delivery period on the equipment. As with
any new system we would expect teething problems at the start of the processing period and
the manufacturer has suggested a time period of three months should be allowed to ensure
the plant is fully functional and meeting all the necessary standards of the regulatory
authorities.

We would therefore request that an application be made for a derogation to extend the
deadline for the end of the burial process at the Bayhead site to September 2016. This
extension if granted should ensure that the new process of treating the fish mortalities is fully
compliant and operational.
If you require any further information please do not hesitate to get in touch.

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Macaldowie C (Colin)
11 November 2015 10:53
Murdoch I J (Ian); Ambrose N (Nick) Dr; Jenny.Purcel
Cox IDA (Ian)
RE: Letter from Whiteshore Cockles Ltd

Hi Ian,
Does all sound a bit last minute. I think we need to let them know that we will be following the
same process as for
and that there are no guarantees that the derogation until this is
complete.
Best Wishes
Colin
From: Murdoch I J (Ian)
Sent: 11 November 2015 10:33
To: Macaldowie C (Colin); Ambrose N (Nick) Dr; Jenny.Purcel
Cc: Cox IDA (Ian)
Subject: FW: Letter from Whiteshore Cockles Ltd

All
Pease see the letter from Whiteshore Cockles requesting an extension to the burial derogation for
their site. Can I have your comments on how we should reply to this please?
We have wrote to the Commission about extending the derogation for
after receiving a
request from
. The request from
set out quite a sound
infrastructure plan that required time to put in place.
This requests feels like they have delayed to the last minute, albeit due to waiting for information
about possible funding. It does not feel right to me to just allow Whiteshores to continue to bury
fish waste at their site. However, they are trying to comply with ABP legislation. I would definitely
want to tie them down to an action plan, similar to the
request.
A few questions from me:
 Should we put this request to the fish waste working group?
 Do we also need to inform the Commission?
Another thing to consider is that the fish waste project has identified it would be cheaper for fish
farms to send their waste to the mainland. Current landfill costs are £327 per tonne. Future
disposal at Gask AD or or Keenan’s IVC is £174 per tonne potentially reducing even further once
the AD plant on Lewis can take the waste.
Regardless of what we decide, enforcement will be from the Western Isles Council who have been
reluctant to do anything about this site in the past.
Ian
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From: GSX - Kenny MacLeod |
Sent: 10 November 2015 10:53
To: Murdoch I J (Ian)
Subject: FW: Letter from Whiteshore Cockles Ltd

As discussed
Kenny
Kenny Macleod
Animal Health Inspector
From:
Sent: 09 November 2015 10:50
To: Kenny MacLeod | G.
Subject: Letter from Whiteshore Cockles Ltd
Hi Kenny,
Hope you have survived the storms.
Please find attached the letter as discussed last week.
We would be grateful for your assistance in this matter.
Regards
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Ambrose N (Nick) Dr
11 November 2015 16:04
Murdoch I J (Ian); Cox IDA (Ian)
Jenny.Purcel
Macaldowie C (Colin)
RE: Letter from Whiteshore Cockles Ltd

As discussed – see below
Nick Ambrose
Animal Health - Disease Prevention | Agriculture Food and Rural Communities | Scottish Government | Tel.
| Mob

From: Murdoch I J (Ian)
Sent: 11 November 2015 10:33
To: Macaldowie C (Colin); Ambrose N (Nick) Dr; Jenny.Purcel
Cc: Cox IDA (Ian)
Subject: FW: Letter from Whiteshore Cockles Ltd

All
Pease see the letter from Whiteshore Cockles requesting an extension to the burial derogation for
their site. Can I have your comments on how we should reply to this please?
We have wrote to the Commission about extending the derogation for
after receiving a
request from
. The request from
set out quite a sound
infrastructure plan that required time to put in place.
This requests feels like they have delayed to the last minute, albeit due to waiting for information
about possible funding. It does not feel right to me to just allow Whiteshores to continue to bury
fish waste at their site. However, they are trying to comply with ABP legislation. I would definitely
want to tie them down to an action plan, similar to the
request.
A few questions from me:
 Should we put this request to the fish waste working group? Yes, the group should know
about developments and they would be interested to know about the opportunity of the fish
drier project (and the possibility of EMFF support), so put this in the reply and
 Do we also need to inform the Commission? Yes, we should be consistent
Another thing to consider is that the fish waste project has identified it would be cheaper for fish
farms to send their waste to the mainland. Current landfill costs are £327 per tonne. Future
disposal at Gask AD or or Keenan’s IVC is £174 per tonne potentially reducing even further once
the AD plant on Lewis can take the waste.
Regardless of what we decide, enforcement will be from the Western Isles Council who have been
reluctant to do anything about this site in the past.

Ian
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From: GSX - Kenny MacLeod |
Sent: 10 November 2015 10:53
To: Murdoch I J (Ian)
Subject: FW: Letter from Whiteshore Cockles Ltd

As discussed
Kenny
Kenny Macleod
Animal Health Inspector
From:
Sent: 09 November 2015 10:50
To: Kenny MacLeod | G.
Subject: Letter from Whiteshore Cockles Ltd
Hi Kenny,
Hope you have survived the storms.
Please find attached the letter as discussed last week.
We would be grateful for your assistance in this matter.
Regards
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